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Abstract 
The Network on Chip (NoC) paradigm continues to 

increasingly capture interest from the industrial and 

academic communities. Signal integrity is projected to 

present critical challenges in the design and 

implementation of NoCs.  The widespread adoption and 

deployment of the NoC paradigm will only be possible if 

it inherently addresses system level signal integrity and 

reliability issues in addition to easing the design process. 

In order to protect the NoC interconnect infrastructures 

against different transient malfunctions, we propose to 

modify the data packets with joint crosstalk avoidance 

and double error correction codes. This not only makes 

the NoC architecture tolerant against transient 

malfunctions, but also lowers energy dissipation. 

1. Introduction 

The Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm is viewed as 

an enabling solution for integrating high numbers of 

intellectual property (IP) blocks in a single system on a 

chip (SoC) [1] [2]. With shrinking feature size, one of the 

major factors affecting signal integrity is the transient 

errors, arising due to temporary conditions of the SoC and 

environmental factors. Among the transient failure 

mechanisms, we can enumerate factors such as crosstalk, 

electromagnetic interference, alpha particle hits, cosmic 

radiation, etc. [3]. These failures can alter the behavior of 

the NoC fabrics and degrade the signal integrity. 

Providing resilience from such failures is critical for the 

correct operation of NoC-based chips.  

In NoCs, packet switching is the principal mode of 

communication among multiple IP blocks. It is very 

natural (according to classical communication engineering 

principles) to encode the data stream to address the 

transient-error induced reliability issues. Thus, by adding 

redundancy in the bit stream, error resilience can be 

improved. 

In the DSM era, the inter-wire spacing decreases 

rapidly [4], which in turn gives rise to large mutual 

capacitance. This increases the coupling capacitance 

between adjacent wires, with negative effects on delay, 

power, and signal integrity. The switching capacitance of a 

wire segment depends on the transitions on the wire and 

wires adjacent to it. Crosstalk avoidance codes (CACs) 

can be used to reduce the effective coupling capacitance of 

a wire segment [5]. The worst case switching capacitance 

of an inter-switch wire segment is given by ( ) LCλ41+ , 

[6] where λ is the ratio of the coupling capacitance to the 

bulk capacitance and CL is the load capacitance, including 

the self capacitance of the wire. The purpose of a crosstalk 

avoidance code (CAC) is to reduce the switching 

capacitance of the wire to ( ) LCpλ+1 , where p = 1, 2, or 

3, and is called the maximum coupling. In the literature, a 

number of crosstalk avoidance codes [6] have been 

proposed. To make the system tolerant against transient 

errors other than crosstalk, in addition to CAC, we need to 

incorporate Forward Error Correcting Codes (FEC) into 

the NoC data stream. There are a few joint CAC and 

single error correction (SEC) codes, among which the 

Duplicate-add-parity (DAP) [7], Boundary Shift (BSC) 

[8], and Modified Dual Rail (MDR) [9] codes reduce the 

maximum coupling to p=2. 

Incorporation of CACs reduces the mutual 

capacitance of the inter-switch wire segments, effectively 

reducing the energy dissipation in communication. This 

reduction is, however, only linear with the change in 

capacitance. On the other hand, the FECs make the system 

more robust to noise, and consequently, the voltage level 

on interconnect can be reduced without compromising 

word error rates. This makes crosstalk-avoidance codes 

combined with forward error correction more suitable for 

addressing the signal integrity in conjunction with 

lowering the energy dissipation of communication 

infrastructures. 

The performance of different CAC and joint 

CAC/SEC schemes in NoC architectures is discussed in 

detail in [10] [11]. With increases in complexity, decreases 

in power supply voltage, and higher switching speeds, 

single error correcting capabilities will not sufficiently 

increase the error resilience of the system implemented in 

current and forthcoming ultra deep submicron (UDSM) 

technologies. Hence, multiple error correcting (MEC) 

codes along with crosstalk avoidance capabilities 

(CAC/MEC) are necessary to address this issue. Multiple 

error correction schemes add more redundancy than the 

SEC ones. On the other hand, the incorporation of MECs 

enables a greater reduction of the operating voltage levels 

compared to SECs, without compromising system 

reliability.  

In this paper we propose a novel joint crosstalk 

avoidance and double error correction coding scheme, and 

we study its performance in NoC fabrics. To the best of 
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our knowledge, this is the first approach that addresses 

both crosstalk avoidance and multiple error correction for 

on-chip communication architectures. 

2. Related Work  

In recent years, there has been an evolving effort in 

developing on-chip networks to integrate increasingly 

large number of functional cores on a single die [1]. Even 

before the advent of the NoC paradigm, role of different 

coding schemes in bus-based systems has been explored 

previously. In [7] the authors presented a unified 

framework for applying coding for systems on chips 

(SoCs). In addition, different low-power coding 

techniques (LPC) have been proposed to reduce power 

consumption of on-chip buses [12]. But these LPCs aim at 

reducing only the self-transition in a wire. According to 

[13], the principal limitation of the applicability of the 

LPCs is that due to higher power dissipation in the codec 

blocks, the codes are energy efficient only if the length of 

the wire segment exceeds a certain limit. Error resiliency 

in NoC fabrics and the trade-offs involved in various error 

recovery schemes are discussed in [14]. In this latter work, 

the authors investigated simple error detection codes like 

parity or cyclic redundancy check codes and single error-

correcting, multiple error-detecting Hamming codes. 

These codes do not possess any crosstalk avoidance 

characteristics. The role of communication infrastructure 

on energy dissipation is discussed in [15].  

3. Joint Crosstalk Avoidance and Double 

Error Correction Coding Scheme (CADEC) 

Standard multiple error correcting codes such as BCH 

codes have no crosstalk avoidance properties, and their 

codecs are complex. Consequently, BCH codes are not 

very efficient from the energy perspective. We propose a 

simpler way to achieve multiple error correction combined 

with crosstalk avoidance. Our novel scheme, called 

Crosstalk Avoiding Double Error Correction Code 

(CADEC), is derived from a combination of Hamming 

Code and DAP or BSC.  

3.1 CADEC Encoder 
The encoding scheme for the Double-error Correction 

coupled with crosstalk avoidance in CADEC is a 

combination of Hamming encoding followed by DAP or 

BSC. To illustrate, consider an inter-switch link of width 

32 bits. As shown in Figure 1, the 32-bit word is encoded 

by a standard (38, 32) shortened single error correcting 

Hamming code [18], which is created by deleting 25 

information bits from the standard (63, 57) Hamming 

code. Following this Hamming encoding, the flit is 

encoded by either Duplicate-Add-Parity (DAP) or 

Boundary-Shift-Code (BSC) scheme, which duplicates 

each bit to produce two copies, and also adds a parity bit 

calculated from one Hamming copy. This provides 

crosstalk avoidance capability to the overall scheme. The 

(38, 32) shortened Hamming code has a Hamming 

distance of 3 between adjacent code words. On duplication 

this becomes 6 and after adding the extra parity bit this 

distance becomes 7. A Hamming distance of 7 enables 

upto triple error correction, but at a somewhat higher 

complexity cost than the double-error correcting schemes 

considered here. Consequently, as a first step we 

considered only the double error correction capability. The 

additional parity bit is a part of DAP or BSC codes and 

allows easy and energy-efficient decoding as explained 

later. The schematic block-diagram of the encoder is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: The CADEC encoder. 

3.2 CADEC Decoder  

          The decoding procedure for the CADEC encoded 

flit can be explained with the help of the flow diagram 

shown in Figure 2. From this diagram, the decoding 

algorithm consists of the following simple steps: 

i) The parity bits of the individual Hamming copies are 

calculated and compared with the sent parity; 

ii) If these two parities obtained in step (i) differ, then 

the copy whose parity matches with the transmitted 

parity is selected as the output copy of the first stage; 

iii) If the two parities are equal, then any one copy is sent 

forward for syndrome detection; if the syndrome 

obtained for this copy is zero then it is selected as the 

output of the first stage. Otherwise, the alternate copy 

is selected.  

iv) The output of the first stage is sent for (38,32) single 

error correcting Hamming decoding, finally producing 

the decoded output of the CADEC scheme. 

The circuit-level implementation of the decoding 

algorithm for CADEC is shown in Figure 3.  

The use of the DAP or BSC parity bit actually makes 

the decoder very energy efficient, compared to a scheme 

without the parity bit, which may require two syndrome 

computations even for the case of a single bit error in one 

copy. In CADEC, when the parity bits generated from 

individual Hamming copies fail to match, the syndrome 

detection block need not be used at all, thus  on an average 

making the overall decoding process more energy 

efficient. This situation arises when there is single-bit 

error in each Hamming copy, which, is the most probable 

error event. 
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Figure 2: Decoding algorithm for the CADEC 

decoder 

4. Probability of word-error 
One of the advantages of incorporating error 

correction mechanisms in the NoC data stream is that the 

supply voltage driving the system can be reduced without 

compromising system reliability [7] [10]. The permissible 

level of voltage reduction would depend on the error 

model characterizing the channel and the probability of 

word error. Assuming that a Gaussian distributed noise 

voltage VN with variance σN
2
 is added to the signal 

waveform, the probability of bit error will be 
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The word error probability is a function of the channel bit 

error probability ε. If Punc (ε) is the probability of word 

error in the uncoded case and Pecc (ε) is the residual 

probability of word error in the presence of error control 

coding, then it is desirable that Pecc (ε) < Punc (ε). 

The probability of correct decoding is determined by 

considering the several cases where the decoder can 

correctly decode the flit despite errors and is called Pcorrect. 

The complement of the set of correctly decoded words 

constitutes the word error set. This probability is given by 

Pecc (ε). So, we have the relation: 

correctecc
PP −=1)(ε                          (3) 

The number of bits in one Hamming copy, which is 38 

here, is denoted by k in the following derivation. All 

possibilities of correct decoding are broadly divided into 

three categories: 
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Figure 3: The CADEC Decoder circuit 

I  Error-free transmitted parity bit: 

One of the copies has no error while the other has 

anywhere from zero to all bits in error. This can happen 

with either copy.  

II. Single bit error in each copy: 

There is a single error in both copies, irrespective of the 

parity-bit being in error or not.  

III.Erroneous transmitted parity bit: There are multiple 

cases under this scenario 

• No errors in either copy 

• Up to one error in one copy and an even number of 

errors in the other starting from 2 to k errors 

• Single error in one copy and odd number of errors in the 

other 

The complete probability of correct decoding, Pcorrect is 

given by the sum of the probabilities corresponding to the 

above mutually exclusive cases. This can be expressed as 

follows: 

32 )4(1 ε−−= kkP
correct

         (4) 

From Eqn. 3, the word error probability is  

32
)4()( εε −= kkP

ecc
                   (5) 

By contrast, single-error-correcting DAP or BSC codes 

have 2)( εε ∞
ecc

P  for small values ofε; thus, the proposed 

double-error-correcting CAC scheme can reduce Pecc (ε) 

more compared to single-error-correcting CAC schemes.  

Using this value as the residual probability of word 

error, it is further compounded with the original word 

error probability or Punc(ε) and plugged into (1) to give the 

value of the reduced voltage level on the inter-switch wire 

segments as  
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where ε̂ is the bit error rate in the coded situation such 

that ( ) ( )εε uncecc PP =ˆ . 

Using Eqn. 6, along with the expressions for the 

undetected word error probabilities for the CADEC and 

DAP/BSC coding schemes, the tolerable voltage swing 

reduction can be computed as a function of varying word 

error rate. The plot of voltage swing versus the word error 

rate is shown in Figure 4. The nominal voltage at the 130 

nm technology node is assumed to be Vdd=1.2V. 

As can be seen from Figure 4, the voltage swing is 

lower than the nominal voltage for all the coding schemes. 

The CADEC scheme provides maximum voltage 

reduction as it can correct and also detect more  errors than 

the DAP/BSC.   
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Figure 4: Variation of achievable voltage swing 
with word error rate 

An important point to note here is that the inter-switch 

wire segments for the NoC architectures considered here 

are not very long [16], so we do not have to insert buffers 

to control the delay. Consequently lowering the voltage 

level on the inter-switch wire segments does not affect the 

delay along them. On the contrary, lowering the supply 

voltage will slow down the switch blocks. As a 

consequence the threshold voltage Vth should be lowered 

as well, eventually at the expense of an increased leakage 

current. Therefore, the tradeoff between energy dissipation 

and performance will require an optimal Vdd - Vth 

assignment for the switch blocks. Consequently it is 

possible that the switch blocks might have to be driven by 

a higher supply voltage than the inter-switch wire 

segments. We intend to further investigate this aspect. As 

a first step in this work we assume that the switch blocks 

are driven by the nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V and the 

inter-switch wire segments are driven by the lowered 

voltage level as shown in Figure 4. 

5. Energy dissipation in an NOC 

In a NoC data exchange between the functional blocks 

takes place in the form of packets, generally following the 

wormhole switching mechanism. This scheme divides 

packets into fixed-length flow control units (flits), with 

I/O buffers storing only a few flits. When flits travel 

between switches on the interconnection network, both the 

inter-switch wires and the logic gates in the switches will 

toggle, resulting in energy dissipation. Furthermore, flits 

will need to traverse multiple hops to reach their 

destinations. In view of determining the energy efficiency 

of our proposed scheme, we need to determine the energy 

dissipated in each interconnect and switch hop. The 

energy per flit per hop is given by the sum 

hop switch interconnect
E E E= +

         (7) 

In the presence of coding, the energy dissipated in each 

hop will be given by 

, , , ,hop j switch j codec j interconnect jE E E E= + +   (8) 

In order to quantify the energy dissipation profile for a 

NoC interconnect architecture, we determined the energy 

dissipated in each switch, Eswitch, and each codec, Ecodec by 

running Synopsys
TM

 Prime Power on the gate-level netlist 

of the switch and codec blocks. To determine the 

interconnect energy Einterconnect, the capacitance of each 

interconnect stage, was calculated taking into account the 

specific layout of each topology [16].  In presence of 

coding the effective coupling component of this 

capacitance is however reduced [11]. Thus, in addition to 

the voltage reduction due to increased reliability, the 

effective wire capacitance is also reduced. These two 

effects together contribute to reduce the energy dissipation 

of the inter-switch wire segments. 

6. Experimental results and analysis 
In order to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed 

CADEC coding scheme on the energy dissipation 

characteristics of NoC communication infrastructures, we 

considered a system consisting of 64 IP blocks and 

mapped them onto MESH and Folded Torus-based NoC 

architectures as shown in Figure 5. We also compared the 

performance of the CADEC scheme with the already 

proposed joint CAC/SEC schemes like DAP, BSC and 

MDR. We have already shown that the energy dissipation 

characteristics of DAP and MDR are very similar [10]. 

Hence, we consider only DAP along with BSC in our 

comparative analysis.  

- functional IP - switch

(a) (b)  
Figure 5: (a) Mesh; (b) Torus-based NoCs 

For the purpose of simulation, messages were injected 

with a Poisson distribution. The routing mechanism used 

throughout the simulations was e-cube (dimension order) 

routing [15]. Simulations were performed assuming 130 

nm technology node parameters. For each coding scheme, 

the voltage swing used in the simulations is the one 

corresponding to a word error rate of
2010−

 . 
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The energy dissipation of each inter-switch wire 

segment is a function of λ, the ratio of the coupling 

capacitance to the bulk capacitance. For a given 

interconnect geometry, the value of λ depends on the metal 

coverage in upper and lower metal layers. At the 130 nm 

technology node, the two extreme value of λ are 0.95 and 

4.6 respectively [7]. As all the schemes have different 

number of bits in the encoded flit, a fair comparison in 

terms of energy savings demands that the redundant wires 

be also taken into account while comparing the energy 

dissipation profiles. Consequently the metric used for the 

sake of comparisons, average energy dissipation per flit,  

thus takes into the account the savings in energy due to the 

reduced crosstalk, reduced voltage level on the wires, the 

extra redundant wires, and also the additional energy 

dissipated by the codecs for the schemes as shown in 

Eqn.8. An uncoded 32-bit wide flit is considered as the 

standard for comparison.  

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the energy dissipation 

characteristics of the joint coding schemes for the single 

error correction like DAP and BSC as well as the proposed 

CADEC coding at λ=1 and λ=4 respectively, for the Mesh-

based NoC under consideration. The new CADEC scheme 

outperforms all the existing joint CAC/SEC codes. This 

happens because CADEC’s improved tolerance to 

word-errors allows the voltage level in the interconnect 

wires to be scaled down more while maintaining the same 

level of reliability.  

Figures 7 (a) and (b) depict the energy dissipation 

profile of the Folded-Torus Network for the same values 

of  λ as before. From the plots, the same trend is 

maintained in the case of Folded-Torus except that the 

gains are higher as the interconnect lengths in the case of a 

Folded-Torus network are doubled while all other factors 

remain almost the same, thus making the savings on the 

interconnects, due to our scheme, more pronounced 

compared to the MESH-based NoC. 

           
      (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 6. Average energy dissipation profile per flit of all the schemes for MESH-based NoC at (a) λ=1 
and (b) λ=4 

            
        (a)                                                                                              (b) 

Figure 7. Average energy dissipation profile per flit of all the schemes for FOLDED TORUS-based NoC 
at (a) λ=1 and (b) λ=4

 7. Area overhead 
     For a more comprehensive comparison, the extra 

silicon area for each of the schemes must be considered. 

Through RTL level design and synthesis in 130 nm 

technology node, we found that the switches without any 

coding scheme consist of approximately 30K gates [15]. 

Here, we consider a 2-input minimum-sized NAND 

structure as a reference gate. By comparison, the codecs 

for BSC, DAP and MDR have around 842, 678 and 684 

gates, respectively. The newly designed CADEC code 

adds an extra area equivalent to 1357 gates. The additional 

area is a very small price to pay considering the enhanced 

reliability and lower energy dissipation of the system. All 

the coding schemes add redundant wires. In addition to the 

logic area overhead arising out of the CODECs, the area 

overhead arising out of inter-switch wire segments and 

routing of those wires need to be considered [15]. As a 

first step in this work we investigate only the logic area 

overhead introduced by the coding schemes. 

8. Timing characteristics 
The exchange of data among the constituent blocks in 

a SoC is becoming an increasingly difficult task because 
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of growing system size and nonscalable global wire delay. 

To cope with these issues, designers must divide the end-

to-end communication medium into multiple pipelined 

stages, with the delay in each stage comparable to the 

clock-cycle budget. In a NoC communication fabric the 

switches and the inter-switch wire segments constitute a 

pipelined communication medium. We have demonstrated 

that the delay of each of these stages can be constrained 

within the clock cycle limit in any particular technology 

node [16]. In accordance with ITRS [17], a generally 

accepted rule of thumb is that the clock cycle of high 

performance SoCs will saturate at a value in the range of 

10-15 FO4 (Fan out of 4) delay units. We need to ensure 

that the codec block added for the CADEC coding does 

not violate the pieplined structure of the communication 

fabric. The worst case delay in the encoder as well as that 

of the decoder being within one clock cycle should satisfy 

the requirement for maintaining communication in a 

pipelined fashion. Through RTL design and synthesis 

using Synopsys synthesis tools, the delay of the CADEC 

encoder and that of the decoder, were obtained as 

tabulated in Table 1.  

Table Table Table Table 1111: Delay of the CADEC blocks: Delay of the CADEC blocks: Delay of the CADEC blocks: Delay of the CADEC blocks 

Block Delay of the critical path (FO4 units) 

Encoder 13.1 

Decoder 

 

14.0 

 

From the entries in Table 1, the timing requirements 

of the encoder and the decoder are less than one clock 

cycle of 15FO4 for the 130 nm technology node. 

Consequently, the delay of the codec block does not affect 

the data introduction rate, though it increases the number 

of intra-switch pipelined stages. 

9. Conclusions  
The communication requirements of the big 

multiprocessor SoCs (MP-SoCs) can be conveniently met 

by the Network on Chip (NoC) paradigm. By 

incorporating joint crosstalk avoidance and double error 

correction coding, it is possible to enhance the reliability 

of the NoCs and lower the energy dissipation 

simultaneously, despite the associated redundant wires and 

codec logic requirements. As verified through simulations, 

the CADEC scheme lowers the energy dissipation by up to 

15.1% over DAP and 18.3% over BSC. The principal 

source of energy savings arises from the possibility of 

lowered voltage swing along the inter-switch wire 

segments. This is possible due to the enhanced robustness 

of the system.. 
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